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FREYA HAS ARRIVED BACK HOME!  

Captain John Bonner - LOG: 
As of May 24, we have sailed over 550         
nautical miles (with about 200 miles      
remaining). We have experienced every     
point of sail that a boat is capable of, and in           
the face of stiff winds, Freya has met every         
challenge with a determination that does not       
exist in some boats. She held up proudly to         
winds driving her to speeds of 8 to 9 knots,          
which is well above her cruising speed of 5         
knots. The repaired mast and tiller      
performed magnificently, as did the crew. 
We had a moment after leaving the St        
Mary’s Inlet in Georgia: with the sun setting,        
we were accompanied by several dolphin      
riding the bow and surfing our wake. We got         
the feeling that they were welcoming the       
Freya back to the sea. We were thinking        
maybe Gilbert Klingel was with us, and       
enjoying every moment on the boat, and       
smiling. 

The crew has experienced long days on the        
helm fighting the strong winds that drove the        

Freya so hard. We will remember this trip        
until the fog of time takes it away. It was an           
honor for us all, and the help we received to          
get her into shape for this trip has been         
invaluable in bringing this effort to fruition.       
Gilbert Klingel was a man to be       
remembered and the Freya celebrates him. 

FREYA will participate in a new SEA SCOUT SHIP #66,          

organizing now in Mathews County and be involved        

in local maritime events. Mathews Maritime      

Foundation is looking for participants, male or       

female, aged 13 to 21 years of age. Please call...          

Captain John Bonner at 804-725-1613 for more       

information. 

THE UPCOMING 2017 DOCUMENTARY FILM:     

Filmmaker Dave Miller of Aylett, plans to include her         

journey back in a documentary he’s making titled,        

“Gilbert Klingel: Man of Steel”. Filming is now        

underway, along with production planning to outline       

the people and places this film will take. Join us on           

this exciting journey! 

 

YOUR IMPORTANT DONATIONS ARE NEEDED: 
Supporting this campaign will not only continue to        

maintain FREYA, it will also enable us to tell         

KLINGEL’S amazing story to the world through this        

film production. By helping us, you will receive some         

great PBS style promotional opportunities and credit       

in the film. 

FILM PRODUCED IN CONJUNCTION WITH  

MATHEWS MARITIME FOUNDATION 

Donate at:  www.mathewsmaritime.com 

or www.gilbertklingel.org 

Thank You! 

http://www.mathewsmaritime.com/

